St DiSiboD anD the hiStory of the DiSiboDenberg up to the beginning of the 12th Century* franz J. felten
generally, until now, it has been considered that heinrich büttner presented in 1934 the authoritative examination of the sources-currently held in Mainz-concerning St Disibod and the early history of the Disibodenberg. according to büttner, "no sources written prior to the 12th century about the history of the Disibodenberg have come down to us."1 it is only with archbishop ruthard's charter of 1108,2 confirming the house's transformation into a benedictine monastery, that the sparse documentary history of the Disibodenberg begins. this meager textual transmission includes a contract of exchange with Mariengraden in 1112,3 return of property by archbishop adalbert,4 arbitration between Disibodenberg and St Martin in bingen in 1124,5 confirmation of a donation of a tithe in 1127,6 and, of primary importance, archbishop adalbert's great confirmation charter from 1128.7 these represented for büttner, and thus remain to the present, the "supporting foundational pillars for the history of the monastery up to the beginning of the 12th century; upon those one must construct the monastery's early history and within them one must fashion * translated by rebecca L. garber. originally published in german as "Disibod und die geschichte des Disibodenberges bis zum beginn des 12. Jhs.," he appears by name beginning in the 11th century in the documents from trier, which büttner mentions but fails to incorporate. büttner considers the annals recorded from the mid-12th century at Disibodenberg to be "essentially completely reliable for their own times";10 however, for the earlier period they prove to be admittedly unproductive. for details on this period there remains then only the Vita sancti Disi bodi episcopi, which hildegard of bingen dictated in 1170 based on visions she had received, and which was (therefore) "hitherto constantly discarded as unusable for historical research."11 even the archbishop's charters and the monastic annals contain nothing about the saint and his deeds, with the exception of the following few facts: his grave was still venerated even after the monastery that he had founded had fallen into decay; archbishop Willigis (975-1011) had renewed the buildings as a foundation for (12) canons; and archbishop ruthard (1095-1109) had replaced the canons with monks from St Jacob in Mainz and had made donations to the foundation. Willigis's motives, the number of canons, and the benefits granted by the archbishops, from Willigis to ruthard, first appear in the adalbert charter of 1128.
hildegard claims the greatest level of historical truth for her vita: it was communicated to her, like her visions, by the holy Spirit in truthful revelation.12 Critical historians recognized rather early that the high proportion of biblical references and hagiographic commonplaces contained in the Vita sancti Disibodi episcopi require no visions.13 in any case,
